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HANDMADE LACES

BD Angel 2017
Wally S궁�a (c) 2017

Materials:
1 Shuttle and Ball
Thread #10 (2 colors optional)
Wings Charm

Tie both threads leaving a tail of 3-4
inches. To effect of the pattern the
white thread is color A and the red
thread is color B. With color A make
a loom holding the thread from your
index, above your finger , behind the
pinky and end on your index.

With color B start a normal double
stitch on the lower thread. This one
will look like is on the wrong side but
it will show correctly when the next
stitch is done.

On the upper thread make a reverse
double stitch. It means that you will
start with the second half of the ds
and then make the first half of the ds.
As with the cluny leaf this complete a
wrap. The second wrap starts making
a normal ds on the lower thread and
then making another reverse ds on the
upper thread.

Make 15 wraps, keeping a triangular
shape. As you continue doing the
wraps you will notice that you will
have the "bar" of the ds showing on
the front of the work and you will
have 15 ds in each side. Finish with
the ds on the upper thread of the
loom.

Push back snugly all the ds on the
upper thread and using the shuttle
with color B make a normal ds with
color A. This will lock the stitch in
place so be sure to adjust the "wraps"
on the upper thread before making
this stitch.

Depending on how wide is your
triangle (color B), you're going to
make a chain of 2 - 2. On this sample
my chain was of 8 picots separated
by 2 ds.

The chain should curve nicely above
the wraps. When finished with the
chain, pull the color A thread from the
bottom and adjust it carefully so both
sides are the same size.

You can cut shuttle with color B,
leaving a tail long enough (about 4-5
inches) to hide it later. Using a crochet
hook pass through the wings charm
the tails at the beginning of the work
and a loop from color A.

Using this loop you're going to form a
circle around your hand and doubling
the thread you will work a Looped
Ring (same concept as SSSR). Tat 6 ds
hiding both tails. Pull hard those
tails and cut.

Make a long picot (1 inch tall) and 2
ds.

Fold the long picot and join. this will
create a double picot. Make 6 more
ds. Adjust the double picot to your
like.

Close the ring by pulling one of the
sides of the doubled thread. When
you pull on one side it will pull the
thread from the ball or close the ring.
Be sure to close it tightly. The loop that
will remain at the bottom of the ring
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need to be moved (front to back)
the back of the head. Then pull the
thread coming from the ball to close
the loop. Make it tight. and cut close
to the base of the ring.
Hide the color B tail along the side using your favorite method and cut to finish your
angel.
Karen Cabrera has 2 videos working this method. I have change the working order of the
stitches so have this in mind when watching the video. The lower thread I work a normal
sequence of the ds and the upper thread I work the reverse sequence of the ds.
Frivolite-Tatting Lesson 64 - OYA 1

Oya Makuk Part 1
This part of the video shows
the basic wrapping
movements.

